
Congratulations on earning your Red Belt!! 

 

WHO & WHAT: THE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
Now that you are an advanced belt you are eligible to work on becoming a part of our Leadership Program.  One of 

the life skills that we value as martial artists is the ability to give back to our community and to help pass down the 

knowledge we have gained to the next generations.   

 

WHY:  
Through helping with lower ranked classes and attending instructional workshops you will learn how to confidently 

and professionally assist staff and students with their needs, observe teaching strategies and have the opportunity 

to become a role model for those in the classes you help with.   

 

HOW & WHEN:    
To ensure you are truly ready to take on this responsibility, there are a few pre-leadership requirements you’ll 

need to complete or demonstrate in order to be properly prepared to begin assisting with classes.  As each task 

(outlined on a Pre-Leadership Requirements card kept in the office) has been completed or is ready to be 

demonstrated you should go to the office, pull your card and ask to either demonstrate the task to an instructor or 

request the completed task (such as participating in a workshop) be checked off.  

   *A limit of 1 requirement per day may be checked off –unless completed at a Leadership Workshop 

Once the initial set of skills are completed you will be ready to sign your Leadership Agreement, have your official 

Leadership Card made where your credits will be collected, and begin signing up to assist with Kneehigh Ninja 

classes.   Assisting with Junior White or Gold Belt classes require that additional skills be completed.  Below is an 

overlook of the Pre-Leadership requirements.  Each will be dated/initialed by the staff member you present your 

card to when adequately completed:   

 

1. Consistent advanced belt effort and attitude in one’s own classes. 
Consistently demonstrating the following at an advanced belt level without reminders: volume, effort (power, 

speed and attention to technical details), refraining from talking out of turn, being punctual and arriving with all 

required materials: belt, gear, belt stretcher. 

  **This category, unlike the others, will require the initials of at least 3 staff to ensure your behavior is consistent 

2. Correctly tie own belt & another’s belt (in under 30 seconds each). 
Belt not crossed in the back/one smooth line, proper knot, tips equal length.   

3. Demonstrate 5 pushups and 5 White Belt Basics (defensive) with good technique. 
Good pushup = chin close to mat/no knees or belly touch 

Good basics = all techniques defensively with full chambers, pivots, guard(s), solid balance and focus  

4. Observe 1 Ninja class focusing on what the helpers do, where they stand when active and not as well as 

teacher instructions to helpers (ex. What will be done in line drills, what to help students adjust, etc.) 

    

 

You have your mission.  Time to GET STARTED!! 


